
Business answers before you ask. 
Surfacing business data as actionable information, with an embedded AI experience.
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ModuleQ empowers front-line professionals with mission-critical business insights that are 
personalized and prioritized for each individual user.

Relief from information overload
Front-line professionals are being overwhelmed with the vast amount of 
information, processing and prioritizing they need to do on a daily basis. 
ModuleQ’s Personal Data Fusion® leverages your personal information and 
past actions and filters it through records in your organization and quality 
external data sources. Only content or insights that pass this rigorous 
filtering and prioritization process are bubbled up to the user, helping 
them become more efficient, intelligent and reducing digital fatigue.

Accelerate digital transformation
ModuleQ’s open architecture and flexible integrations embraces and 
extends existing infrastructure into Microsoft Teams, Salesforce CRM 
and open APIs. This experience is secured within the customer’s own 
compliance perimeter on Microsoft Azure.

The ModuleQ AI Platform
Surfacing the missing pieces of your workday.

Increase employee engagement
 » An Insights Engine that 

learns without extra work or 
configuration 

 » Less time entering search 
terms and searching for 
information 

 » Information shared based on 
topics that matter rather than 
popularity
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Context supporting action: 
› Market-moving developments
› Predictive analytics
› Relevant internal documents
› Customer relationship history
› News
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We believe that content is only useful with the right context. The smartest business 

solutions come from meeting users where they are. We are creating technology that 

respects and enables human relationships through information delivered in the tools 

they are already using daily.  

Phone: +1 (408) 320-4729 

Email: moduleq@moduleq.com 
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A day in the life with ModuleQ

Always be prepared for your calls
With the pre-meeting briefing we surface relevant information 
about the people and the account you are meeting with. So 
that you can come prepared with engaging topics and real-
time account insights. We have endless integrations into the 
systems that matter most to your customer-facing teams. 

Collaborate and share
Users are the first to know about important developments 
impacting their highly prioritized coverage areas and 
target accounts. ModuleQ alerts you to trending topics 
and articles among your peers.

Start your day with relevant news updates
Business news from 4,000+ publishers are compiled into 
daily content cards uniquely prioritized for each user on their 
top customers, partners and industries.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/moduleq/
https://twitter.com/moduleq
https://www.facebook.com/moduleq

